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What is a terminal? A terminal is a computer that is adapted for data input and 
for presenting data. In addition to the computer, a keyboard or other data input 
device is often included along with a screen or touch screen. With us, you will 

find everything from a self-enrollment terminal, to different types of  
photo stations in several sizes and designs.

Below, you will see some examples of our terminals. They are available in various designs and are the 
obvious complement when, for example, you create your reception environment. The terminals can 

be used for different occaisons sush as self service, where the visitor register him or herself on arrival, 
or taking pictures when you need pictures on all your staff in a simple and flexible way. Feel free to 

contact us if you have any questions or want more information about our products. 
We help you find a terminal that suits your needs!

All-In-One PC with touch screen
An elegant, compact and easy-to-install tablet computer 
with touch screen that is ideal to apply to our visitor 
system. Can be installed on both a wall or reception desk 
and can be ordered in the colors black and white.

Description Part No.
All-In-One PC with touch screen - Black 70188

All-In-One PC with  touch screen - White 70189
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Service station
Service station is the ultimate unit for 
self-service and has its designated place 
for the administration of all types of 
identity cards, such as Company ID or 
student identification. The construction 
is very robust and is designed for 
daily use in public environments such 
as schools and universities. It is also 
equipped with several communication 
interfaces, is height-adjustable and 
is usually connected to the Internet 
or intranet. This makes it possible to 
also use the station as a terminal or 
information kiosk.

Self-service terminal

On arrival, the visitor shows 
the QR code to a reader with 
their mobile phone and is 
automatically checked in at 
the same time as a visitor label 
is printed and cut off with 
the built-in scissors. In the 
meantime, the recipient of the 
visit will be notified via a 
text message and/or email. In this way, both reception 
staff and pre-booked visitors avoid having to register 
manually upon arrival. We have developed this solution to 
meet the market's demand for self-service services and it 
has become a great success!

Description Part No.
Service station 70030
Service station with smartcard reader 70032
Service station with integrated signpad 70043
Service station with integrated signpad + smartcard reader 70044

Description Part No. 
Self-service terminal - White 70034
Self-service terminal - Black 70035

Terminal Mini
Terminal Mini consists of a 
20" screen with conventional 
TFT or 19" touch screen and 
an IP-rated stainless keyboard 
with trackball. The terminal's 
construction is very robust and 
is specially designed for daily 
use in public environments. 
Choose between white/silver 
or black/silver powder coating. 
Additional options such as 
QR scanner, label printer, 
adjustable legs, accessories 
and associated shelves for these  
can be selected when ordering.

Description Part No.
Terminal Mini Standard with keyboard - White/Silver 70050
Terminal Mini Standard with keyboard - Black/Silver 70051
Terminal Mini with touch screen - White/Silver 70052
Terminal Mini with touch screen - Black/Silver 70053
Terminal Mini with touch screen + keyboard - White/Silver 70054
Terminal Mini with touch screen + keyboard - Black/Silver 70055

Terminal Adjustable
Terminal Adjustable is 
an adjustable terminal 
that consists of a 20" 
screen with conventional 
TFT or 19" touch 
screen and an IP-rated 
stainless keyboard with 
trackball. The terminal's 
construction is very 
robust and is specially 
designed for daily use 
in public environments. 
Choose between white/
silver or black/silver 
powder coating. 

Description Part No.
Terminal Reglerbar with keyboard - White/Silver 70064
Terminal Reglerbar with keyboard- Black/Silver 70065
Terminal Reglerbar with keyboard - White/Silver 70066
Terminal Reglerbar with keyboard - Black/Silver 70067
Terminal Reglerbar with touch screen + keyboard - White/Silver 70068
Terminal Reglerbar with touch screen + keyboard - Black/Silver 70069

Photostation Express
Seriline offers a simple all-in-one solution where the person can 
photograph themselves for their new card. The Express photo station is 
a portable solution that can be advantageously placed in a temporary 
location for staff photography. It can be placed on a table or, for a more 
permanent solution hung on a wall. The photo station has a built-in lighting 
to be able to take photos with good quality. The flow is simple, intuitive and 
can be tailored specifically for your organization.

Description Part No.
Fotostation Express 70048
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Terminal Floor
Terminal Floor model consists of a 20" screen with conventional 
TFT or 19" touch screen and an IP-rated stainless keyboard with 
trackball. The terminal's construction is very robust and is specially 
designed for daily use in public environments. The terminal's fine 
design make it blend in very well with its surroundings. Choose 
between white/silver or black/silver powder coating. Additional 
options such as QR scanner, label printer, accessories and 
associated shelves for these can be selected when ordering.

Description Part No.  
Terminal Floor with keyboard - White/Silver 70056
Terminal Floor with keyboard - Black/Silver 70057
Terminal Floor with touch screen - White/Silver 70058
Terminal Floor with touch screen - Black/Silver 70059
Terminal Floor with touch screen + keyboard - White/Silver 70062
Terminal Floor with touch screen + keyboard - Black/Silver 70063

Terminal Hybrid
Terminal Hybrid increases accessibility for everyone and consists of a 19" 
screen with touchscreen. The terminal's construction is very robust and is 
specially designed for daily use in public environments. Choose between 
white/silver or black/silver powder coating. Additional options such as QR 
scanner, label printer, accessories and associated shelves for these can be 
selected when ordering.

Description Part No.
Terminal Hybrid with touch screen - White/Silver 70060
Terminal Hybrid with touch screen - Black/Silver 70061
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